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assembly means you cãR
spend rnore Ëime on the rnusËc

Wlty you dcn't need to
worrÞt about asseræbËY
and custæmer servEee

Wåry you sårould order
æ sk¡¡di¡=brËcFs=
aeousËËc booth

Whether you are an amateur or professional
musician, STUDIOBRICKS not only save you
unnecessary costs, they also save time and grief
during installation.
The standard STUDIOBRICKS cabins have precise
installation instructions, all the components are
numbered and every cabin is assembled and
checked prior to shipping. lt is then sent out all
ready for you to make music.

We sell direct to our inter-
national customers and offer
standard solutions from our
factory. So our international
sales service delivers directly
to your door. The functional
design of our patented cabin
system means that STUDIO-
BRICKS can also be set up
within Iiving areas and you
can select from a wide range
of RAL colours to match the
style of your home.
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. Modules with outstanding acoustic properties

. Height-adjustable Silent Blocks flooring to
level out uneven wooden floor boards, etc.

. Components are lightweight, 14 cm wide
and quick to slot together

. No screwing or gluing, the components
simply slot together so there are no
obvious joins

. Space-saving

. Various sounds can be achieved using the
adjustable Vicoustic Wave Wood acoustic
panels (www.vicoustic.com)

. Quality insulating materials ensure
excel lent soundproof ing

. CNC-controlled machinery guarantees
high standards of quality

. Affordable standard solutions and
customised solutions

. Customer service in national language

. Short lead times

. Advice on planning and logistics
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What is the secret of Ëhe qL¡æ¡¡ty
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When it comes to producing STUDIOBRICKS,
we leave nothing to chance. Our quality is based
on many years of experience in timber processing
and acoustic solutions. We use CNC-controlled
machinery to ensure precision fit throughout. But
STUDIOBRICKS are not just strong on acoustics,
they are also good to look at: they were designed
by architect Tania Coll and the top-quality internal
"Wave Wood" cladding is made from Vicoustic
acoustic profiles.
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A quick-to-assemble
cabin system with
impressive acoustics

STUDIOBRICKS is a self-assembly cabin
system. All the components are standardised
and precision-made using CNC machines.
The assembly time for a STUDIOBRICKS cabin
is short as there is no sawing, screwing or
sealing to do. A STUDIOBRICKS Acoustic Booth
can even be assembled ready for use by two
untrained persons within an hour. The high
quality of workmanship makes STUDIOBRICKS
a low-depreciation investment which can simply
be moved after years in place or extended
within the standardised 30 cm grid pattern.
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Studiobricks SL
Calle Aribau 177,1a
E-O8O36 Barcelona
Spain

A quick-to-assemble
cabin system w¡th

impressive acoust¡cs
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Phone:

Email:

skype:

Website

(+34) 609 865 723

info@stud iobricks.com

studio.bricks

www.studiobricks.com
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"Grauino4Sound"
Studio d'eniegistrement

cH - 137e BAVoTS
www. cravino4sound. com
Mob. +41-79-611-5688
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Building studio cabins really can be that easy!
www.studiobricks,com
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